
Subject: I bought the Mozart Clarinet Concerto for Robert Marcellus, but...
Posted by Bill Epstein on Wed, 14 Feb 2007 10:13:18 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

...the Clarinet Quintet on the "B" side is what I'll play over and over.

Subject: Re: I bought the Mozart Clarinet Concerto for Robert Marcellus, but...
Posted by Bob Brines on Wed, 14 Feb 2007 12:11:27 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Ah, Yes. The clarinet concerto. This is Mozart's most mature concerto and one I think indicates
the direction that he would have gone if he had lived another ten years.Of course, this concerto
was not written for the clarinet. It was written for the basset clarinet, a very rare instrument that
didn't survive the turn of the century (1800). Indeed, there exists a complete piano sketch of the
first movement for the even rarer basset horn in G. Mozart settled for the basset clarinet in A, 
most likely because the targeted performer, Anton Stadler was touring with this instrument. The
basset clarinet goes down to written C instead of the normal E, sounding A. What this means is
that all of those low arpeggios that sound contrived on a normal clarinet because of the forced
inversions suddenly sound natural and correct when played on the basset clarinet.LeBlanc
currently catalogs a basset clarinet, which is their normal professional instrument with an
extended foot joint.  A few touring pros, Sabine Meyer, for one, have made recordings with this
instrument, but the recording that you want to get is the old Christopher Hogwood / Anthony Pay
versions, still available on Decca. Pay plays a replica of Stadler's instrument, and the results are
astounding.While the concerto is a cerebral and learned, the quintet is just plain fun. The final
theme and variations is my favorite. Incidentally, the quintet was also written for Stadler's basset
clarinet, but I have never heard a recording on this instrument.Bob

Subject: Re: Great 'liner notes' Bob
Posted by Bill Epstein on Thu, 15 Feb 2007 22:17:08 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

'ppreciate it. Now I have to find the Hogwood. Really love the Clarinet on vinyl
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